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Executive Summary 

 

Florida’s production industry is lobbying the state legislature, as of February 2014, for a new $1 

billion package of subsidies to sustain movies, TV shows, video games and other entertainment 

industry productions through 2020
i
.  As this major investment of taxpayer dollars is considered, 

this study examines the transparency, accountability and effectiveness of Florida’s Entertainment 

Industry Financial Incentive Program.  While this study does not take a position about whether or 

not lawmakers should maintain or eliminate the incentive program, is does offer ways to improve 

the program if it continues. 

 

Key Research Findings 

 

1. Insufficient disclosure.  The Florida Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO) does 

not disclose deals made through Florida’s Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive 

Program on its website.  The Office of Film and Entertainment, located within DEO, does 

not always disclose online both the specific value of the tax credit awards along with the 

actual production company names of the recipients. 

2. Questionable compliance with state statutes.  The Office of Film and Entertainment 

may not be properly utilizing the Florida Film and Entertainment Advisory Council in 

decisions about incentives and is possibly working with the Council’s Executive 

Committee out of the sunshine.   

3. First come, first served incentive deals rather than a focus on return on investment.  

Rather than properly vetting all applicants and deciding on projects based on the best 

return for taxpayers, a first come, first served policy is used by the Office of Film and 

Entertainment.   

4. Subjective use of family-friendly incentive bonus awards.  The legislative definition of 

what qualifies a production for a family-friendly incentive bonus is written with 

subjective language and may not be applied in a consistent manner by the Office of Film 

and Entertainment. 

5. Industry group seeks taxpayer funds for a public-private partnership based on the 

Enterprise Florida model.  The nonprofit group Film Florida is floating a proposal to 

create a public-private partnership with the Office of Film and Entertainment based on 

the Enterprise Florida model that could receive taxpayer funding from the legislature. 

 

Key Policy Recommendations 

 

1. More online disclosure of film and entertainment incentive agreements, with production 

company names and details of tax credits approved and awarded, on the DEO website. 

2. Ensure the Office of Film and Entertainment Advisory Council and its related committees 

take appropriate steps to comply with Florida’s open meeting laws. 

3. Increase fiscal responsibility for incentive deals by assessing potential for return on 

investment for taxpayers across all industry sectors equally, instead of the current policy 

of first come, first served tax credit applications and industry-specific caps. 

4. More objectivity and oversight of tax credit bonus approvals. 

5. Avoid privatization as OPPAGA, the legislature’s internal watchdog, noted concerns 

about performance and fiscal controls the last time that model was used. 
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Film and Entertainment Industry Incentive Program Could Receive Millions More in 2014 

 

Florida’s Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program began on July 1, 2010 and sunsets 

June 30, 2016
ii
.  The program has received allocations from the Florida legislature totaling $296 

million and the majority of those funds are currently certified for use
iii

.  In 2013, the legislature 

decided not to allocate additional funding for the program
iv

.  Heading into the 2014 legislative 

session, at least one Florida lawmaker is predicting a new allocation of $50-75 million
v
. 

 

Will Floridians be able to Follow the Money? 

 

In October 2013, the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO) updated its Economic 

Development Incentives Portal, implementing requirements of HB 7007, which required more 

disclosure of incentive contracts and results
vi

.  On the portal, there is a disclaimer that reads, 

“Incentives relating to the Office of Film and Entertainment, Workforce Florida, Space Florida, 

and the Division of Community Development are not included in the portal”
vii

.   

 

Key Research Questions 

 

Given the likelihood of a new investment of millions in taxpayer dollars from Floridians and the 

lack of disclosure by DEO and its Office of Film and Entertainment about this program, the 

following research questions were developed for examination in this report: 

 

1. Why are incentives related to the Office of Film and Entertainment excluded from the 

Department of Economic Opportunity incentives portal?   

2. How transparent is the Office of Film and Entertainment incentive approval process? 

3. Does the Office of Film and Entertainment utilize a return on investment approach to 

determine which projects are selected for incentive awards? 

4. How objective is the process and concept of awarding “family-friendly” bonuses to 

incentive recipients? 

5. How accountable is the Office of Film and Entertainment versus a privatized model? 

 

The Office of Film and Entertainment provided requested public records for this report but 

rejected an opportunity offered in October 2013 to provide written answers about these topics by 

email for inclusion in this report and denied a request for a meeting with the report authors in 

advance of publication. 

 

About Florida’s Office of Film and Entertainment 

 

Florida’s Office of Film & Entertainment (OFE) was created in 1999 by former Governor Jeb 

Bush as the Sunshine State's official economic development program for the development and 

expansion of the motion picture and entertainment industries.  

 

Originally, the OFE was housed in the Governor’s office, but in 2011, the legislature and 

Governor Rick Scott moved Florida’s economic development functions into a new state agency 

called the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO).  Located within the DEO’s 

Division of Strategic Business Development, the OFE performs various activities to attract and 
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promote film and video production in Florida, facilitates access to filming locations, serves as a 

liaison between the industry and government entities, and markets the state as a world-class 

production center
viii

. 

 

According to a recent government program study by the legislature’s Office of Program Policy 

Analysis and Government Accountability (OPPAGA), the Office of Film and Entertainment 

provides the following services: 

 

 Industry business and workforce development, which includes conducting business 

recruitment and retention activities, sales and trade missions, and workforce development 

initiatives; 

 Industry government liaison services, which includes performing policy and program 

development activities, and providing industry communications, education, and liaison 

services; 

 Industry marketing and promotion, which includes conducting brand development 

activities and marketing programs; 

 Industry production support, which includes providing location scouting and 

photography services and facilitating access to state locations; and 

 Strategic planning and analysis, which includes providing staff support to the Florida 

Film and Entertainment Advisory Council and its committees and conducting quarterly 

and annual assessments. 

 

According to its website
ix

, the OFE has the following mission, “The Florida Office of Film & 

Entertainment builds, supports and markets Florida's entertainment industry. By collaborating 

with the indigenous entertainment community, we strive to implement innovative ways to grow 

our industry, provide the hands-on, world-class service that our clients need and deserve, and 

exceed our annual business goals to become the number two global market leader.” 

  

History of the Office of Film and Entertainment 

 

According to an October 1999 OPPAGA report
x
, Florida’s first attempt to develop and promote 

its motion picture, television, video, recording and entertainment industries began in 1993 with 

the creation of the Florida Entertainment Commission
xi

. The Commission was established as a 

direct support organization by the then Department of Commerce and operated as a not-for-profit 

headed by a board of directors appointed by the Governor with day-to-day operations handled by 

a board-appointed executive director.  

 

The Commission’s mission was to be a catalyst for developing Florida’s entertainment and 

production industries, identify new markets offering new jobs and revenues, and protect and 

develop Florida’s existing core entertainment industries.  When the Department of Commerce 

was abolished in 1996, the Office of Tourism, Trade and Economic Development (OTTED) in 

the Executive Office of the Governor was given the responsibility of oversight of the 

Commission.  

 

In October of 1996, OTTED contracted with the newly created Florida Entertainment Industry 

Council to assist it in promoting and developing Florida’s entertainment industries.  The make- 
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up of the Council was essentially the same as the Florida Entertainment Commission with similar 

board members and the same executive director.  The services the Council was contracted to 

provide to OTTED were also the same as the Commission and consisted of promoting and 

developing the film and entertainment industries.  

 

Legislature’s Internal Watchdog Noted Concerns about Performance and Fiscal Controls 

under the Public-Private Partnership Model 

 

OPPAGA noted “major concerns” with the Florida Entertainment Industry Council’s 

“performance and fiscal controls” were noted in studies made by the House Tourism Committee 

and the Governor's Inspector General's Office
xii

. 

 

In a 1997 report
xiii

, OPPAGA recommended the Council adopt specific outcome measures into 

its contract with OTTED to add more accountability in assessing the Council’s performance.  It 

also recommended that the legislature consider two options if it was not satisfied with the 

Council’s performance.  The options were to incorporate the Council’s responsibilities into a 

public-private partnership such as Enterprise Florida or to replace the Council and create a new 

unit within OTTED.  In 1999, the legislature adopted the latter OPPAGA recommendation and 

replaced the Council with the Office of the Film Commissioner under the Governor’s Office of 

Tourism, Trade, and Economic Development
xiv

.   

 

The Film Commissioner’s Office was responsible for promoting Florida’s entertainment 

industries and developing and meeting performance measures. In 2009, the Film Commissioner’s 

Office became the Office of Film and Entertainment.  In 2011, the legislature did away with 

OTTED and created a new state economic development agency called the Department of 

Economic Opportunity (DEO).  The Office of Film and Entertainment was placed in the Division 

of Strategic Business Development within DEO.  According to its strategic plan for 2013-2018
xv

, 

the Office of Film and Entertainment has five full-time employees and an operating budget of 

$400,000.     

 

Florida Film and Entertainment Advisory Council Purpose and Structure 

 

The mission of the Florida Film and Entertainment Advisory Council is to serve as an advisory 

body to the Department of Economic Opportunity and to the Florida Office of Film and 

Entertainment to provide those offices with industry insight and expertise related to developing, 

marketing, promoting, and providing service to Florida's entertainment industry. 

 

The Florida Film and Entertainment Advisory Council was created in 1999 by legislation signed 

into law by then Governor Jeb Bush
xvi

.  The Florida Film & Entertainment Advisory Council 

consists of 17 members, seven appointed by the Governor, five appointed by the President of the 

Senate, and five appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives.  

 

The Film Commissioner, a representative of Enterprise Florida, Inc., a representative of 

Workforce Florida, Inc., and a representative of the Florida Tourism Industry Marketing 

Corporation (Visit Florida) serve as ex officio, nonvoting members of the council, and are in 

addition to the 17 appointed members of the Council. 
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Advisory Council’s Role in Tax Credit Eligibility  

 

According to Florida Statutes, the Florida Film and Entertainment Advisory Council has a much 

more significant role in determining tax credit eligibility than other advisory panels and boards 

with oversight of other economic development incentive programs.  Among other 

responsibilities, the Council is required to provide advice to the Commissioner of Film and 

Entertainment about whether projects should be eligible for an additional tax credit equal to 5 

percent of its actual qualified expenditures as a family-friendly production
xvii

.   

 

Are Video Games Family-Friendly? 

 

According to the statute, family-friendly productions must be “a certified theatrical or direct-to-

video motion picture production or video game” that has “cross-generational appeal; would be 

considered suitable for viewing by children age 5 or older; are appropriate in theme, content, and 

language for a broad family audience; embody a responsible resolution of issues; and do not 

exhibit or imply any act of smoking, sex, nudity, or vulgar or profane language”
xviii

.  An example 

of how this broad definition could be applied subjectively, the Office of Film and Entertainment 

has award determinations pending for family-friendly incentive bonuses to several sports-related 

video games about golf, football and basketball.  Whether “a responsible resolution of issues” 

actually occurs in these games is clearly subjective. 

 

Questions about Advisory Council Sunshine Law Compliance and Disclosure Practices 

 

At the time of publication of this report, the co-authors have been unable to find evidence, 

through a search of available records online, that the Florida Film and Entertainment Advisory 

Council has provided the advice  required by statute to the Commissioner of Film and 

Entertainment about any specific productions receiving and being considered for the family-

friendly tax credit bonus. 

 

The researchers of this report monitored several conference call meetings of the Film and 

Entertainment Advisory Council and took note of several mentions of the existence of an 

Executive Committee that could be providing advice to the Commissioner of Film and 

Entertainment.  In reviewing public records made available online, the most recent set of minutes 

of an Executive Committee meeting of the Film and Entertainment Advisory Council is from 

November 2, 2009
xix

.  The November 2, 2009 meeting of the Executive Committee was properly 

noticed to the public through the Florida Administrative Register
xx

.  Through online searches of 

both the Film & Entertainment Advisory Council website and the Florida Administrative 

Register, the authors of this report were unable to find any evidence that the public was properly 

notified of any Executive Committee meetings since November 2009. 

 

In contrast to these practices, Enterprise Florida, the state’s official economic development 

organization, properly notices all meetings of its board of directors and board committees, 

including its Executive Committee, via its website and the Florida Administrative Register.  The 

public is able to access all meeting materials from Enterprise Florida’s website
xxi

. 
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The Florida Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program 

 

The Florida Office of Film and Entertainment (OFE) oversees the Florida Entertainment Industry 

Financial Incentive Program. The incentive program is OFE’s primary tool for developing and 

promoting film and entertainment production in Florida.  According to the OFE’s website
xxii

, the 

program began July 1, 2010 and sunsets June 30, 2016.  The OPPAGA Program Summary for 

the OFE says the incentive program is designed “to encourage the use of Florida as a site for film 

production and to develop and sustain the workforce and infrastructure for film, digital media, 

and entertainment production”
xxiii

.  The program offers 20% to 30% transferable tax credits.  

There are no disclosures made to the public online about tax credit transfers.   

 

The Office of Film and Entertainment is responsible for qualifying and certifying projects for tax 

credit awards.  The qualification and certification is determined on a first-come, first-serve basis 

within one of three queues, including general production, commercial and music video, and 

independent and emerging media production.  In 2012, the legislature enacted House Bill 

7087
xxiv

 which altered the priority and eligibility of high-impact television series for tax credits 

under the incentive program.  The law also revised definitions to expand the program to include 

specific interactive websites.  

 

Exhibit 1: Historic Allocations of Florida Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive 

Program
xxv

 

Year Action Taken by Florida Legislature 

July 1, 2003  

 

Florida Statute 288.1254 Created as a Rebate 

Program 

2003/2004  $0 Appropriated 

2004/2005  $2.4M Appropriated 

2005/2006  $10M Appropriated 

2006/2007  $20M Appropriated 

2007/2008  $25M Appropriated 

2008/2009  $4.8M Appropriated 

2009/2010  $10.8M Appropriated 

July 1, 2010 The Entertainment Industry Economic 

Development Act PASSED Allocating 

$242M over 5 Years (sunset June 30, 2015). 

July 1, 2011  

 

The legislature provided an additional $12M in 

credits ($254M total). 

May 28, 2012  The legislature provided an additional $42M 

and extended the sunset to 

June 30, 2016 (making it a six year program 

and providing a total of $296M in credits). 

June 2013  All tax credits allocated through 2016 for the 

General Production Queue and 

Independent and Emerging Media Queue have 

been certified. No additional funds added to the 

program. 

Source: Florida Office of Film and Entertainment
xxvi
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The 2010 legislature allocated $242 million for tax credits initially with an additional $12 million 

allocated by the 2011 Legislature. In 2012, the legislature allocated another $42 million in tax 

credits to the program for a total of $296 million. Currently, the allocated $296 million has been 

certified for use and the incentive program is set to sunset in 2016.  It is likely that the 2014 

legislature will be asked to provide new funding to expand the film and entertainment incentive 

program beyond the 2016 sunset date.   

 

In addition to the incentive tax credit program, any qualified production company engaged in 

Florida in the production of movies, television series, commercial advertising, music videos or 

sound recordings may be eligible for an exemption on sales and use tax on the purchase or lease 

of certain items used exclusively as an integral part of the production activities in Florida. In 

order to be exempt from Florida's sales tax at the point of sale, the production company must 

apply for a certificate of exemption for presentation to a registered Florida sale and use tax dealer 

when making purchases and rentals of qualified production equipment.  

 

Exhibit 2: Entertainment Industry Sales Tax Exemption Fiscal Year Comparison 

Fiscal 

Year 

Number 

of 

Applicants 

Amount of 

Tax 

Exempted 

based on 

Florida's 

6% Tax 

Rate 

Estimated 

Florida 

Jobs 

Estimated 

Florida 

Expenditures ROI 

2000/2001 227 $2,539,395  4,877 $148,593,718  58.5 : 1 

2001/2002 463 $7,556,334  17,424 $433,372,673  57.4 : 1 

2002/2003 621 $10,796,831  25,854 $645,025,051  59.7 : 1 

2003/2004 624 $13,768,814  20,154 $721,914,295  52.4 : 1 

2004/2005 705 $11,867,191  29,116 $705,255,688  59.4 : 1 

2005/2006 762 $10,683,581  31,189 $655,792,268  61.4 : 1 

2006/2007 809 $12,721,834  27,338 $719,035,205  56.5 : 1 

2007/2008 841 $14,389,854  56,476 $816,462,452  56.7 : 1 

2008/2009 762 $14,038,041  33,353 $780,849,043  55.6 : 1 

2009/2010 824 $12,452,842  42,844 $760,722,482  61.1 : 1 

2010/2011 871 $15,365,162  43,817 $1,010,404,652  65.8 : 1 

2011/2012 814 $14,530,845  48,131 $1,003,256,276  69.0 : 1 

2012/2013 857 $14,614,772  56,141 $1,104,213,354  75.6 : 1 

2013/2014* 311 $10,841,227  16,165 $784,515,645  72.3 : 1 

*As of 

12/11/13           

Totals 9,491 $166,166,723 452,879 $10,289,412,802 

Average 

62.0: 1 

Source: Office of Film and Entertainment public record titled “Entertainment Industry Sales Tax 

Exemption Fiscal Year Comparison”, December 11, 2013 
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Independent Audit Required to Protect Florida Taxpayers 

 

The Office of Film and Entertainment awards the tax credits to the pre-certified production 

company once the project has been completed and undergone an independent audit.  Florida 

taxpayers benefit from this added protection that ensures that production expenditures actually 

were made in Florida.  The OFE reviews an audit submitted by the production that determines 

whether the production met the projected outcomes.  The final tax credit award is calculated as a 

percentage (20-30%) of each pre-certified projects’ final qualified Florida expenditures and 

cannot exceed $8 million in total tax credits per project.  

 

Film Florida 

 

Film Florida is a not-for-profit association whose mission is to offer its members including 

businesses and individuals the benefits of a statewide trade association to promote the creation of 

jobs in the film and entertainment industries and to promote economic development and tourism. 

Film Florida has an 18 member Board composed of what its website call “a who’s who of the 

Sunshine State’s film and entertainment industry”
xxvii

. 

 

Film Florida’s board meets quarterly and works closely with the Office of Film and 

Entertainment.  As reported in the Tampa Bay Times, Film Florida is “aggressively lobbying the 

legislature in support of a $200 million replenishment” of the Florida Entertainment Industry 

Financial Incentive Program
xxviii

.  

 

Film Florida Releases Report 

 

Film Florida recently released a report
xxix

 titled “Economic Impacts of the Florida Film and 

Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program.” The report was prepared for the state’s 

Department of Economic Opportunity and paid for by the Motion Picture Association of 

America, according to a news report in the Miami Herald
xxx

.  

 

The report examined how new incentives for the film industry could boost local film productions 

from 2011 through 2017 if the state budgeted another $296 million in tax credits over that time. 

The industry’s return on investment for the state from the productions would generate between 

$5.60 and $20.50 for every dollar given in tax credits.  

 

According to the Orlando Business Journal
xxxi

, the report also examined the impact of Florida’s 

film industry on tourism in the state.  In a survey of people who visited the state from August 

2012 through August 2013, 22.7% said watching a movie or a TV series was either an extremely 

important or very important reason to travel to Florida. That means between 4.6 million visitors 

and 17.8 million visitors to Florida came because of movies and TV shows are filmed in the 

state. 

 

Film Florida Agenda 

 

According to a report for Film Florida, produced by Think Spot
xxxii

, “Several interviewees 

expressed the placement of the OFE as a potential obstacle to their operations. When the OFE 
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moved from the Executive Office of the Governor to the Department of Economic Opportunity, 

its stature and decision making ability was inhibited.  Reorganization of the state’s industry 

support into a public-private partnership (i.e. VISIT FLORIDA or Enterprise Florida) would be 

beneficial.” 

 

According to a Film Florida document
xxxiii

 from September 2013 titled “Legislative Priorities & 

Recommendations for Florida’s Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program”, a top 

three priority item for Film Florida is to get the legislature to “fund [a] statewide leadership 

organization for the industry.” 

 

According to recent media reports, Florida’s production industry will lobby for a new $1 billion 

package of subsidies to sustain movies and TV shows through 2020
xxxiv

. 

 

Job Creation Results Comparison - Office of Film and Entertainment versus Enterprise 

Florida 

 

In February 2013, Ernst & Young produced a “Florida Business Incentive Outcomes Report” for 

Enterprise Florida
xxxv

.  The report summarized Ernst & Young’s assessment of the new jobs 

confirmed to be created through projects assisted by Enterprise Florida incentives as verified by 

the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity
xxxvi

.  The projects verified in the report were 

for the period from July 1, 1995 to December 31, 2012
xxxvii

.  From FY1996 through the second 

quarter of FY2013, the state paid out $291 million in net incentives and confirmed 87,470 new 

full-time equivalent jobs for an average of approximately $3,320 in incentive payments per net 

new job
xxxviii

.  

 

The Florida Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program that began on July 1, 2010 has 

certified for use a total of $296 million in tax credits
xxxix

.  Wages to Floridians associated with 

the 297 certified productions are currently projected to be more than $930 million and are 

associated with 190,681 jobs for Florida residents
xl

.  Non-resident wages and purchases from 

non-Florida based companies do not qualify for the program
xli

. 

 

Exhibit 3: Entertainment Incentives and Enterprise Florida Incentives Results Comparison 

 

 Entertainment Industry 

Financial Incentive Program 

(July 1, 2010 – FY 2012-13) 

All Enterprise Florida 

Incentive Programs (FY 

1996 – Q2 FY 2013) in Ernst 

& Young Report 

Cost to Florida Taxpayers $296 million $291 million 

Job Creation Results  190,681 jobs projected 87,470 new full-time 

equivalent jobs (confirmed) 

Percent of Jobs for Florida 

Residents 

100 percent Unknown 

Average Wages $70,811 (average annual wage 

for film and entertainment 

industry workers) 

$53,169 (average annual wage 

for new jobs created by 

incentive projects) 
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Incentive programs included in the Ernst & Young analysis were: Brownfield Redevelopment 

Bonus (Standalone and QTI add-on), High Impact Performance Incentive grants (HIPI), Local 

Government Distressed Area Matching Grant program (LGDAMG), Manufacturing and 

Spaceport Investment Incentive program (MSII), Qualified Defense and Space Contractor tax 

refund program (QDSC), Qualified Target Industry tax refund program (QTI), and the Quick 

Action Closing Fund (QACF).  The Florida Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program 

was not included in the Ernst & Young analysis. 

 

With $5 million more public dollars to use than all of the Enterprise Florida incentive programs 

noted in the Ernst & Young study, the Florida Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive 

Program has the potential to deliver 103,211 more jobs from its three years of awards compared 

to more than seventeen years of incentive awards negotiated by Enterprise Florida (from the 

programs included in the Ernst & Young analysis). All of the jobs created through the Florida 

Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive Program are required to benefit Florida residents 

compared to Enterprise Florida awards that do not include requirements to hire Floridians and 

often benefit out-of-state corporations and their employees pursuing relocations to Florida.  

Enterprise Florida's chief operating officer testified in front of a legislative committee in 

Tallahassee in February 2013, that the organization is unable to assure that the money it receives 

from Florida taxpayers is being used to hire Floridians
xlii

. 

 

In 2012, the average annual wage for workers in the Florida film and entertainment industry was 

$70,811, exceeding the state’s 2012 annual average wage for all industries of $43,210 by 

63.9 percent. (2013 DEO Bureau of Labor Market Statistics)
xliii

  According to the Ernst & Young 

report for Enterprise Florida, the average annual wage for new jobs created by projects with 

contracts for the programs included in their analysis was $53,169, which is nearly 28% greater 

than the $41,633 average annual wage that was required for these jobs
xliv

. 

  

Different Rules for Film Incentive Disclosure 

 

The Florida Department of Economic Opportunity offers two different standards of disclosure of 

incentives deals that are under a statutorily allowed period of confidentiality.  When it comes to 

incentive deals negotiated by Enterprise Florida, the public is able to access much more 

information about their confidential deals than ones put together by the Office of Film and 

Entertainment.   

 

For “Confidential” Projects, Enterprise Florida Discloses More Details 

 

Exhibit 4: Example of How Enterprise Florida Publicly Discloses Many Details about 

“Confidential” Projects with Minimal Redaction 

Note: Enterprise Florida only redacts the name of the company receiving the incentive. 
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A confidential deal put together by Enterprise Florida protects the name of the incentive recipient 

but still discloses to the public the established date that the project discussion began, the unique 

project number that consistently stays with the project when it becomes public, the description of 

the company's product, the county where the project is based, the target industry sector, the 

number of jobs to be retained, the number of new jobs to be created, the jobs total, the capital 

investment expected, the specific incentive program(s), the status of the incentive deal, the 

approval date of the incentive agreement(s), the approved amount of state taxpayer dollars for 

the deal and the individual project manager on staff at Enterprise Florida handling the deal.   

 

Office of Film and Entertainment Redacts Every Detail of “Confidential” Projects  

 

In contrast to Enterprise Florida, the public has zero access to any information about incentive 

agreements deemed confidential by the Office of Film and Entertainment. 

 

Exhibit 5: Example of How the Office of Film and Entertainment Discloses NOTHING 

about “Confidential” Projects 

 

Note: The fine print reads, “Redacted pursuant to Section 288.075(2)(a)1., Florida Statutes” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The complete redaction practices of the Office of Film and Entertainment provide zero public 

access to information about taxpayer investments in “confidential” deals, according to public 

records
xlv

 provided by the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity.  Interestingly, the 

Department of Economic Opportunity is also the keeper of records about deals negotiated by 

Enterprise Florida and they provide much greater public access to information about those 

projects.  In public records
xlvi

 provided by the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity 

about Enterprise Florida deals, much greater detail is included, even during a project’s 

“confidentiality” period. 

 

National Study Finds Florida’s Film Incentive Program Disclosure Incomplete 

 

According to a January 2014 report
xlvii

 by Good Jobs First, a national policy resource center, the 

Florida Office of Film and Entertainment disclosure website
xlviii

 provides some information 

about incentive deals within annual reports.  Good Jobs First found that two of nine reports 

posted online included production company names, those for FY 2009 and FY 2010, but 

remaining reports included production title only.  The website and public records received from 

the Film Office for this study provide an incomplete and heavily redacted list of film incentive 

recipients and incentive amounts. 
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Department of Economic Opportunity Omits Film Incentives from Disclosure Website 

 

In October 2013, the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity launched an Economic 

Development Incentives Portal
xlix

.  According to the Department of Economic Opportunity, the 

Portal contains details on every non-confidential Florida economic development incentive 

project with an executed contract since 2000, except for incentives relating to the Office of Film 

and Entertainment, Workforce Florida, Space Florida, and the Division of Community 

Development
l
. 

 

The Incentives Portal maintained by the Department of Economic Opportunity provides public 

access to information, including the redacted contract, between the incentive applicant and the 

state as well as the following thirty-four project-specific details: 

 

 Project Name 

 Projected Economic Benefit (ROI) 

 Business Name 

 Total Confirmed Economic Benefit (ROI, As Applicable) 

 Project Status 

 Maximum Potential State Investment 

 Headquarters Location (If Applicable) 

 Total Confirmed Amount Paid (To Date) 

 Business Size 

 Total Jobs Retained (If Required) 

 Small Business 

 Total New Jobs Committed 

 County of Project 

 Total Cumulative Net New Jobs Confirmed (To Date) 

 Target Industry 

 Total Capital Investment Required (If Applicable) 

 HIPI Project 

 Total Capital Investment Confirmed (To Date, and If Required) 

 Last Modification Date 

 Comments 

 Incentive Awards 

 Program 

 Award Duration 

 Incentive Status 

 Award End Date 

 Date of Award 

 Total Local Financial Support Commitment (If Required) 

 Maximum Potential Award Approved (If Required, Includes LFS) 

 Anticipated Last Performance Date for Payment 

 Confirmed Average Annual Wage       

 Cumulative Confirmed Amount Paid (To date) 
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 Cumulative Confirmed Amount Paid by Year 

 Payment Year      

 Confirmed Amount Paid by Year 

 

Exhibit 6: Example of the details disclosed for an incentive agreement negotiated by 

Enterprise Florida on the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity website 

 

Project Summary 

Project Name: 
Bank of America 12-

00794 
  

Projected Economic 

Benefit (ROI): 
$6.54 

Business Name: Bank of America   

Total Confirmed 

Economic Benefit 

(ROI, As 

Applicable): 

 

Project Status: Active   
Maximum Potential 

State Investment: 
$5,450,000.00 

Headquarters 

Location (If 

Applicable): 

Charlotte, NC   

Total Confirmed 

Amount Paid (To 

Date): 

$0.00 

Business Size: 
Over 1000 

Employees 
  

Total Jobs Retained 

(If Required):  

Small Business: 
 

  
Total New Jobs 

Committed: 
1,500 

County of Project: Duval   

Total Cumulative Net 

New Jobs Confirmed 

(To Date): 

0 

Target Industry: Securities Brokerage   

Total Capital 

Investment Required 

(If Applicable): 

$13,000,000.00 

HIPI Project: 
 

  

Total Capital 

Investment 

Confirmed (To Date, 

and If Required): 

$0.00 

Last Modification 

Date: 
November 08, 2013 
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  Documents 

  
Redacted_exe_Bank of America 12-

00794.pdf    
 

  

  
    

Comments: 
  

 

 

 

Incentive Awards 

Program: 

Qualified Target 

Industry Tax Refund 

(§288.106, F.S.) 

  Award Duration: 10.75 Years 

Incentive Status: Active   
Award End 

Date: 
06/30/2024 

Date of Award: 10/04/2013   

Total Local 

Financial 

Support 

Commitment (If 

Required): 

$120,000.00 

Maximum Potential 

Award Approved (If 

Required, Includes 

LFS): 

$600,000.00   

Anticipated Last 

Performance 

Date for 

Payment: 

12/31/2019 

Confirmed Average 

Annual Wage  
  

Cumulative 

Confirmed 

Amount Paid 

(To date): 

$0.00 

  
    

  
Cumulative Confirmed Amount Paid by 

Year 

  
Payment 

Year 
  

Confirmed Amount Paid 

by Year 
 

   

 

 

http://fldeoportal.force.com/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?file=00Pd00000080lqsEAA
http://fldeoportal.force.com/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?file=00Pd00000080lqsEAA
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Program: 

Quick Action 

Closing Fund 

(§288.1088, F.S.) 

  Award Duration: 10.75 Years 

Incentive Status: Active   
Award End 

Date: 
06/30/2024 

Date of Award: 10/04/2013   

Total Local 

Financial 

Support 

Commitment (If 

Required): 

$0.00 

Maximum Potential 

Award Approved (If 

Required, Includes 

LFS): 

$4,850,000.00   

Anticipated Last 

Performance 

Date for 

Payment: 

12/31/2022 

Confirmed Average 

Annual Wage  
  

Cumulative 

Confirmed 

Amount Paid 

(To date): 

$0.00 

  
    

  
Cumulative Confirmed Amount Paid by 

Year 

  
Payment 

Year 
  

Confirmed Amount Paid 

by Year 
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Policy Recommendations 

 

Increase Transparency: 

 

1. Disclose deals on DEO Portal.  Add the Entertainment Industry Financial Incentive 

Program to the DEO portal and mirror the disclosure requirements of other economic 

development programs on that site.  All certified projects with an agreement with OFE 

should be disclosed on the DEO portal following a similar process in place by Enterprise 

Florida and DEO.  Should confidentiality statutes apply, then a project applicant’s name 

may need to be kept confidential but the project’s maximum state incentive award, 

project type, location and a unique identifying project number, at a minimum, should be 

disclosed to the public.  If tax credits are transferred to another entity, the new entity 

name should be disclosed to the public. 

2. Ensure OFE boards meet in the Sunshine.  Ensure the Office of Film and 

Entertainment Advisory Council and its various committees are operating in accordance 

with Florida’s open meeting laws.   

 

Increase Accountability: 

 

3. Increase fiscal responsibility for incentive deals by assessing potential for return on 

investment for taxpayers across all industry sectors equally instead of the current policy 

of first come, first served applications and industry-specific caps.  Should lawmakers 

authorize a new allocation, they might want to have the OFE utilize a more fiscally 

responsible return on investment approach to prioritize incentive awards based on 

productions’ potential to create jobs for Floridians, amount of projected Florida 

expenditures, multiple project locations, projected hotel room nights and other economic 

benefits for Floridians, rather than current policy of offering incentives to applicants on a 

first come, first served basis.  Lawmakers may also want to consider elimination of 

industry-specific caps that are in place that may force OFE to fund some productions that 

offer less return on investment than others. 

4. More objectivity and proper oversight.  Consider a Florida-friendly bonus, one that 

would incentivize productions that focus on Florida history and culture or those that are 

produced in underutilized Florida markets or rural communities, rather than the more 

subjective family-friendly designation.  Also, ensure that statutorily required approval 

processes are followed.    

5. Avoid privatization as OPPAGA, the legislature’s internal watchdog, noted concerns 

about performance and fiscal controls when the public-private partnership model was 

used for the film and entertainment industry in the past. 
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Integrity Florida is a nonprofit, nonpartisan research institute and government watchdog 

whose mission is to promote integrity in government and expose public corruption.  Our vision 

is government in Florida that is the most open, ethical, responsive and accountable in the 

world.  Website: www.integrityflorida.org | Twitter: @IntegrityFL 

 

Integrity Florida and its research have been cited by major news outlets across the U.S., 

including the New York Times,  Washington Post, Associated Press and the Center for Public 

Integrity. 

 

Integrity Florida policy solutions have been incorporated into 8 new laws increasing 

government transparency and accountability in Florida. 

 

Founded in January 2012 by Dan Krassner, Nicole Krassner and Michael Dema, Integrity 

Florida is based in Tallahassee, Florida.  Research Director Ben Wilcox joined the organization 

in February 2012. 

 

Current research is focused on increasing government transparency and accountability through 

open budgets, open contracts, open data, ethics reform, campaign finance reform and reducing 

cronyism. 

 

What Others are Saying about Integrity Florida 
 

Tampa Bay Times: “…the independent watchdog and research group Integrity Florida took little 

time raising its profile and becoming an influential player in public policy.” 

 

Pensacola News-Journal: “…Integrity Florida is on the side of angels, doing work on the anti-

corruption stage and urging Florida lawmakers to do something about our top-ranked status.” 

 

Global Integrity: “Integrity Florida … exemplifies what it means to work for common good.” 

 

Washington Post: Integrity Florida proposal “…ultimately could shape reform efforts on the 

federal level…” 

 

Integrity Florida would like to thank our donors for making reports like this possible.   

Our complete list of contributors is available at http://www.integrityflorida.org.  Integrity Florida 

research reports reflect the views of their authors alone and policy recommendations should not 

be considered to be endorsed by the Integrity Florida Board of Directors.  All Integrity Florida 

board members represent themselves, not their business or organization. 

http://www.integrityflorida.org/
https://twitter.com/integrityfl
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/02/us/arrests-of-3-mayors-reinforce-floridas-notoriety-as-a-hothouse-for-corruption.html
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001Fg-bq_U_8pyJBB0LWxOFE9tgdUHMsAVy8efQtnBusaog2putgJk_wyCJ627aGwDzStmL_9NzjyuRJ3j38YzmqFmG6cPoUjTOBov75Lwf-fIYYctOBhhiHA==
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